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TOKYO, Japan,  August  4,  2015 — Otsuka Foods Co.,  Ltd.  (Head Office:  Chuo Ward,  
Osaka;  President:  Sadanobu Tobe)  announced today that  i t  wil l  start  sel l ing two new 
products in  i t s  Ginza Rokusantei  Konya wa Ryotei  no Aji  l ineup across  Japan on 
August  17, 2015:  Toriniku to Tofu no J ibunifu and Wafu Mabodofu.  As part  of  the 
Ginza Rokusantei  series  of  premium dishes,  these products  are  made with both 
sauce and spices,  providing al l  the seasoning needed to prepare del icious Japanese 
side dishes—consumers just  add the needed other  ingredients ,  sauté,  and then 
simmer.  
 
Made under  the supervision of  Rokusaburo Michiba,  a  Japanese celebrity chef,  the 
Ginza Rokusantei  series  consists  of  Japanese-style meals  that  “bring the taste of  a  
tradit ional Japanese restaurant to the home.” Since fi rst  going on sale in  2004, the 
series  has  gained a wide reputat ion as  a  new kind of  classy Japanese dish.  
 

Both new products  are  part  of  the Ginza Rokusantei  Konya wa Ryotei  no Aji  l ineup, 
the name of  which means “the tas te  of t radit ional  Japan tonight wi th Ginza 
Rokusantei .”  Toriniku to Tofu no J ibunifu is  a  based on a  local  stew called “Jibuni”  
from Ishikawa Prefecture,  where Rokusaburo Michiba grew up.  Easily cooked at  
home,  the dish is  made with chicken and tofu.  Otsuka Foods prepared i t  in a  f ish 
broth made from bonito,  mackerel  and frigate mackerel  to  create  a  deeply rich 
flavor .  Similarly,  Otsuka Foods prepared Wafu Mabodofu,  a  Japanese-s tyle  vers ion 
of  the Sichuan style  spicy sauce for  tofu,  based on a  kombu  (kelp)  soup stock with 
flavorful  dried bonito,  with an aromic paste made from yuzu  and chile  peppers  
added to create  a  savory and spicy dish.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Otsuka Foods to Release “Toriniku to Tofu no Jibunifu” 
and “Wafu Mabodofu” as New Products in its “Ginza 

Rokusantei Konya wa Ryotei no Aji” Lineup 
Featuring Easy-to-Prepare and Delicious Sauces Made under the 

Supervision of Rokusaburo Michiba 
In Stores across Japan on August 17, 2015 
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